VIRTUAL QUILT MARKET 2021
NEW PRODUCTS

All of these products will be making their
debut at VQM in our Exhibitor Marketplace.

Note: Information provided by exhibitors, who are
solely responsible for its content.
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ANDOVER FABRICS
www.andoverfabrics.com
daryl@andoverfabrics.com

Nonna by Giucy Giuce
Giucy Giuce's newest collection Nonna has a story: "Growing up, I was surrounded by the
sounds of the Sicilian language, the constant bustle and aromas of food being prepared in the
kitchen, and my Nonna (meaning grandmother) singing along to the Italian music that crackled
on our old radio. My Nonna is a prolific seamstress and the reason I sew today. This 28-piece
collection is predominantly an ode to the enormous influence my Nonna has had on my life."
Nonna will be delivering to shops this September.

Sew Happy by Kim Schaefer
Sew Happy by Kim Schaefer her most fun & whimsical fabric collection to day! This 24 piece
sewing themed group features two panels and colorful notions, sewing machines, irons,
thimbles, and much more! Sew Happy ships to stores this August.
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Moonstone by Laundry Basket Quilts
Moonstone by Laundry Basket Quilts is a wonderful bouquet of large florals that range into
smaller prints with a wonderful attention to detail & linework. Twenty-four luxurious prints in
deep grays shading into rich creams with pale pinks and mauves give this collection an
opalescent quality. Moonstone ships this September.
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BENARTEX
www.virtualfabricshow.com
jjeffries@benartex.com

Awesome Owls by Jessica Flick
Vibrant and delightfully adorable, our Awesome Owls collection offers a perfect mix of bright
hues and vivid prints. Designer Jessica Flick's loveable owls are the main stars of this stylishly
whimsical collection that's full of colorful floral and geometric motifs. Use this collection to
create swell pillowcases, curtains, totes and of course, quilts! MAY/JUNE 2021 DELIVERY | 18
SKUS.

Kitty City By Andi Metz For Kanvas Studio
Kitty City is where every cat lover wants to live! It is an adorable dream town filled with the
cutest kittens, balls of yarn and heart shaped paw prints that will delight you. The fun
fishbones and cheeky saying print are absolutely purrfect for all your pet projects - think kitty
beds and accessories, quilts, pillows and sew much more! JUNE/JULY 2021 DELIVERY | 17
SKUS.
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Sweet Safari by Kanvas Studio
Photo not provided
Kids of all ages will love to take a trip on this colorful safari, filled with lively prints featuring
the wild's most recognizable friends - from friendly lions and tigers to happy elephants and
giraffes! This sweet and cheerful collection is a must-have for children's playroom and nursery
projects. JUNE/JULY 2021 DELIVERY | 14 SKUS.
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bj designs and patterns
www.bjdesignsandpatterns.com
info@bjdesignsandpatterns.com

Estelle
Estelle is a wall quilt of a whimsical elephant. It is fused and machine appliquéd and the size is
31in x 31in. This is easy to make and easy to teach in a class.
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Cabins in the Woods
Cabins in the Woods pattern has four separate cabins included with the pattern. Each cabin
measurers 27in x 23in and they are fused and machine appliquéd.

Bountiful
Bountiful is a hand-stitched wall quilt using cotton fabrics and hand-dyed wools. The size is
29in x 28in. This quilt is great for a class on "hand-work."
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BUILT QUILT BY TROY MURRAH
www.builtquilt.com
michelle@builtquilt.com

Quilt Block Enamel Pins
Three vibrant, quilt-inspired, enamel pins replicating the colors and designs of wood quilt
artworks by artist Troy Murrah. The quilt blocks featured are a 1.5in Diamond Log Cabin Star,
1in Lattice Square, and a 1in Pineapple. Also available as individual pins. The geometric designs
are lightweight with just the right amount of shine. Contemporary, modern renditions of
timeless, classic patterns. Nickel plated, brass, soft enamel pins features metal pin back
closures.
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Abstract Quilt Block Prints
Unlimited Edition Giclée Prints,17" x 11”. These giclée wall art prints are inspired by quilts!
Each one features a different quilt block and are part of a series of 28. These minimal and
abstract prints are the first three designs of the series: Autumn Leaf, Bear Paw, and Cut Glass.
Prints are printed at high resolution with archival-certified ink on Smooth Fine Art, Moab
Entrada Bright White, 290 gsm, 21.5 mil, archival paper. All materials used to print meet and
exceed the standards set forth by the Fine Art Trade Guild for pH and lightfastness.

Quilt Inspired, Bamboo Engraved, Coaster Sets
Featuring various quilt patterns, these coasters come in sets of four and are available as round
coasters and square coasters. Each set is made from sustainable bamboo wood and features
an engraved pattern inspired by a different quilt pattern: Ruby Roads, Stars & Cubes, Sentry's
Pastime, Windblown Star, Idle Moments, or Whirlwind. Each coaster is equipped with felt pads
as backing. Round coasters measure 3.75in in diameter and square coasters measure 3.75in on
each side. Each set comes tied with twine and includes a Built Quilt cotton drawstring bag.
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COLONIAL NEEDLE COMPANY
www.colonialneedle.com
customerservice@colonialneedle.com

John James Signature Collection
The new John James Signature Collection of hand-sewing needles are precision engineered in
England of premium steel with a unique, proprietary finish for smooth, stain-free stitching.
Signature Collection needles are packaged 25 of each size and clearly labeled in handy crystalclear tubes, so serious seamsters and stitchers will
never run out of the sharpest, smoothest needles in their favorite styles and
sizes. For the John James Signature Collection, contact your notions distributor.
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CREATIVE SEWLUTIONS
www.creativesewlutions.com
csewoffice@gmail.com

Frames of Reference
This fun quilt may be modern in style, but the pattern is versatile enought to showcase any
collection of fabrics, in any theme. Six sizes, crib to large king. Quick and easy to make a
sample and kit. A single block makes a great little wallhanging, too! Item # CS 433. Distributors
include Checker, Brewer, EE Schenck, United Notions, Petersen-Arne.

Out of this World Tote
This tote is fun to make, versatile, sturdy, and HUGE! Many styles options included. Perfect for
retreats &/or class supplies. It can easily hold an 18in x 24in cutting mate and long or large
rulers. Also great for gifting large items, or using as Santa's bag. *Written by a quilter, for
quilters!* Item # CS 432. Order direct, or distributors include Checker, Brewer, EE Schenck,
United Notions, Petersen-Arne.
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One Step Beyond
Use a panel, a large scale or scenic print, or a collection of fabrics or scraps to make this
stained glass style quilt based on the traditional Courthouse Steps block. Many custom option,
styles, & sizes. Great for classes, easy samples and kits. Fun to put a special T-shirt, photo, or
block of signatures in the center. Item # CS 431. Distributors include Checker, Brewer, EE
Schenck, United Notions, Petersen-Arne.
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CUTIE PATTERNS
www.cutiepatterns.com
cutiepatterns@gmail.com
Diamonds Forever Cutie Collection Pamphlet
Photo not provided
Quilt Size: 68in x 86in or 96in x 96in. Block Size: 9in x 9in. Designed by Cathy Anderson
This Cutie quilt has a unique diamond-shaped pieced design. The pattern uses either 16 or 32
fat eighths depending on quilt size, two border fabrics, and a solid fabric. The quilt can have
either a contemporary or traditional look depending on the fabric used, and it presents many
possibilities for quilting. Piecing directions and cutting methods are included.

Sunrise, Sunset Cutie Collection Pamphlet
Quilt Size: 66in x 66in. Block Size: 6in x 6in. Designed by Cathy Anderson and Susanna Cohen.
This new Cutie quilt is perfect for those times when you fall in love with a fabric line, but you
can't decide which color wave to use. You can choose two and contrast them against each
other! The pattern uses 16 fat eighths, three background fabrics, and corner-to-corner sewing
methods. Piecing directions and cutting methods are included.
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Early Birds Cutie Collection Pamphlet
Quilt Size: 58in x 64in. Block Size: 8in x 10in. Designed by Debby Brown. This Cutie quilt has
curved piecing and your choice of hand or machine. applique to create adorable bird blocks.
The pattern uses 16 fat eighths,. one background fabric, and assorted fabric pieces. This quilt
will surely get you into Spring! Piecing directions and cutting methods are included.
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EVERYDAY STITCHES
www.everydaystitches.com
info@everydaystitches.com

Barcelona Quilt Pattern
Barcelona is a show stopping beauty and you won't believe how deceptively easy it is to piece!
This masterpiece is made of just two pieced blocks and the easy-to-piece curved pieced oval
block. The curves for the ovals are cut with The Everyday Curve Template Set (required and
sold separately). Barcelona is for the confident beginner and comes in three sizes – 36in x 45in,
54in x 63in, and 72in x 80in.
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Passages Quilt Pattern
Passages is a dizzying array of activity created using a plethora of half-rectangle triangles that
are the focal point of the quilt. Any fabric from bold prints to solids work perfectly to create
this illusion of movement. Passages is for the confident beginner and comes in three sizes –
42in x 50in, 51in x 60in, 68in x 80in.

Pressing Matters Everyday Appliqué Quilt Pattern
Pressing Matters is a modern appliqué wall hanging paying tribute to one of our favorite
quilting tools—the ironing board! It looks great with any print from small ditties to large,
beautiful prints or with bold solids—anything goes! This is an easy appliqué pattern and
appliqué experience is required. The finished wall hanging is 28in x 40in with two settings to
choose from. It is fat eighth and scrap friendly.
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FREE-MOTION MASTERY IN A MONTH/RANAE MERRILL QUILT
DESIGN
www.freemotionmasteryinamonth.com
info@ranaemerrillquilts.com

Free-Motion Mastery in a Month Patterns
Our new line of FMM30 Patterns coordinate with FMM30 lessons and workshops, giving
students beautiful, useful and fun ways to use their practice blocks. We bring out a new
pattern each month for projects of various sizes. And most patterns can be made with or
without FMM30 lessons, so you can sell them to any customer. Our patterns are sold as
reproducible licenses, customized with your store name and URL. You pay
for the pattern once, then sell it as often as you like, in print or as a downloadable PDF.
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Free-Motion Mastery in a Month Square-Up Ruler
The Free-Motion Mastery in a Month 10" x 11" Square-up Ruler is specially designed to work
with the FMM30 learning system, to trim and cut practice blocks into any shape and size
needed to build a quilt. Square up blocks to any size between 8"x 8" and 10" x 11.” Perfectly
center panel blocks and diagonals - holes at center points let you put a pin or mechanical
pencil point through the ruler. Cut quilted blocks into halves, thirds, quarters and various
other shapes to build a quilt design. Measure and cut joining strips to assemble quilt pieces.
Measure and cut binding to finish a quilt. Works equally well for left-handed or right-handed
cutting.

Free-Motion Mastery in a Month Teacher Certification Program
The FMM30 Teacher Certification Program enables stores to have a trained Free-Motion
Mastery in a Month instructor in-house. Using more than 10 prepared lesson plans, and using
coordinating projects, you can present classes any time, in the way that best suits your store
and your customers. You can create a strong, ongoing free-motion quilting education program
that will build your customers' skills and loyalty, and build your profits.
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FOX CHAPEL PUBLISHING
www.foxchapelpublishing.com
Debra.Kaunitz@foxchapelpublishing.com

Fast-Fold Hexie Quilting
Featuring 20 fresh and exciting quilt projects—from baby quilts, pouch bags, and a holiday
tree skirt to a table topper, full-size quilts, wall hangings, and more—create an array of
hexagons with less cutting in less time with this unique quilt-as-you-go technique! Using precuts or fabric scraps to stitch up scores of hexagons with backing and batting included, save
time by fast-folding hexies. Learn the basic construction of hexies, then practice fussy cut
hexies, half hexagons, stacked hexies, and more. With easy-to-follow instructions and
patterns, you'll love learning this simple, innovative, and new way to make tons of amazing
hexagon projects!
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Fat Quarter Workshop
Turn fat quarters into gorgeous quilts! A great resource for quilters, especially beginners, fat
quarters are bundles of colorful, coordinating fabrics so all of the "choosing" is already done
for them! Fat Quarter Workshop features 12 quilt patterns and step-by-step projects using
these convenient bundles, plus insightful details on how to choose fabrics and colors to use in
your quilt projects and essential quilting techniques. Also included are clear explanations for
special treatments and techniques, from custom ruler work, free motion quilting, straight-line
quilting, and more.

Thread Painting a Garden Quilt
From free-motion quilting to adding borders and sashing to blocks, experienced quilters will
learn several techniques for thread painting using raw edge appliqué. Showing each step for
building the quilt, how to thread paint with various embellishments, blocking, squaring,
finishing the quilt, and so much more, step-by-step instructions and coordinating photography
will guide readers through to the completion of a beautiful thread painted quilt.
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FUNKY FRIENDS FACTORY
www.funkyfriendsfactory.com
pauline@funkyfriendsfactory.com

Gregory Gorilla Sewing Pattern
Gregory is a sweet little gorilla with a cute smiley face. He will look good in all sorts of colors
and textures. Gregory does have a lot of pieces so I wouldn't recommend this pattern for
beginner but he's so cute you'll definitely want to give him a go once you've tried one of my
easier toy patterns.
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Licorice Lemur Sewing Pattern
Licorice is a big-eyed, baby lemur who loves to "Move it, move it!” I designed his tail, arms and
legs so that he can sit down sedately or leap around from tree-to-tree just like a real lemur! He
has lots of pieces so I wouldn't recommend this pattern for a beginner, but he's so cute you'll
definitely want to give him a go once you've tried one of my easy toy patterns.

All I Want for Christmas Santa Sewing Pattern
Everyone loves Santa, especially when he brings you all you want for Christmas! This Santa
looks great in all sorts of Christmas fabrics not just red and green, although I was told he has to
have green mittens! This big, huggable Santa buddy would be happy under the tree, or on a
shelf next to your favorite elf!
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GLOBAL ARTISANS—BALD GUY IN A KILT
www.globalartisans.shop
info@globalartisans.shop

House of Embroidery Thread Collections
Redesigned and re-packaged, we've chosen the favorite colors from our collections for a new
presentation that is visually more appealing. We are discontinuing the 5-color and 10-color
collections, and are excited to present our new 6-color collections. As always - House of
Embroidery is Hand-Dyed and Fairly Traded.

Paper Feathers - Recycled Newspaper Bowls and Accessories
Fresh from Sri Lanka, and as always Handcrafted and Fairly Traded. These bowls are a unique
addition to our line up. Each is one of a kind, and is constructed of Recycled Newspaper over a
Wire Frame.
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GRACE COMPANY, THE
www.graceframe.com
tennille@graceframe.com

Cutie Frame
The Cutie works with almost any home sewing machine. Use your own machine or upgrade to
one of ours. Designed to be lightweight and portable, this frame sits on top of a table or desk
and can be easily stored away. Priced at a fraction of the cost of other frames on the market,
the Cutie is the best adaptable and affordable choice for your fabric projects. Create projects
of any size using our zone-to-zone method. If you can imagine it, Cutie can help you make it
happen!

Q’nique 21 Pro
The Grace Company is taking quilters to new heights with our new Q'nique 21 Pro quilting
system. You will be in awe after you experience its buttery smooth motion. The 21 Pro quilting
machine steps above the consumer level midarm/longarm, and can compete with more
professional quilting systems. The machine is designed to reduce vibration, for the smoothest
quilting experience. Our track and carriage system offers the best stitch quality and design.
The 21 Pro glides across the frame easily while giving the user unmatched comfort and stitch
control.
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HAB+DASH BY FIL-TEC
www.habanddash.com
support@habanddash.com

Glide King Spool Metal Floor Display #2
Glide King Spools 5000M / 5500YD 42 Colors | Four spools of each color | 168 total spools Slatwall, grid-wall and pegboard friendly. Part No. 61010
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Magna-Glide Delights Metal Floor Display
Magna-Glide Delights Style L 66M / 72YD Bobbins 42 colors / Five jars of each color / 240 total
jars / 20 bobbins per jar Part No. 60890 Magna-Glide Delights Style M 121M / 132YD Bobbins
42 colors / Five jars of each color / 240 total jars / 10 bobbins per jar
Part No. 60889 Slat-wall, grid-wall and pegboard friendly.

Kimberbell Red, White & Bloom and Main Street Celebration Thread Kit
Kimberbell partnered with their favorite thread company, Hab+Dash by Fil-Tec, to create a
Glide thread collection complementary to the Red, White and Bloom Collection and Main
Street Celebration Bench Pillow. Contains 10 Glide mini spools 1000M/1100yd
Part No. 61015.
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HAERAE DESIGN STUDIO
www.haerae.com
info@haerae.com

Collection Jeong Daun
Jeong Daun is a Korean designer who enjoys the combination vibrant and high saturated
colors. Her simple yet intense color scheme has inspired people who saw Daun's design.

Collection Elizabeth Olwen
Elizabeth Olwen prides herself on creating highly considered patterns and illustrations that are
lovingly assembled, piece by piece, into something special. Elizabeth's work is driven by the
desire to leave something beautiful behind with every step she takes.
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HNK – HUGS ‘N KISSES
www.hugsnkisses.wequilt.com.au
helen@hugsnkisses.net

HNK Appliqué Paper—new and improved
HNK Applique paper is a revolutionary product to use for perfect turned edge appliqué. Our
new and improved version is being introduced this market. An iron on, leave in template
paper. It is semi water soluble, semi-transparent, inkjet printable, has a light fusible on one
side and can be used in many techniques. Our new version is stronger/thicker for an accurate
edge, has a stronger glue for fusing and dissolves even more in hot water—all improvements
from customer feedback and much R&D. We offer the paper in several sizes and options.
Custom Laser cut shapes on request. We have many videos and tutorials on using our paper
for hand appliqué, machine applique and Helen's method of English Paper piecing using our
products. Available direct from Hugs 'n Kisses or through your favorite Distributor
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Stordalen Garden
Welcome to Stordalen Garden, an eight part quilt as you go, appliqué, scrappy quilt project by
Hugs n Kisses. Using our simple gluestick appliqué technique this pattern is available with a
custom laser cut appliqué template paper pack (cut from HNK appliqué paper). It uses scrappy
10" squares for applique and 10" strips (skinny quarters) for backgrounds so is great for shop
kitting (use up your older bolts - anything will work!). Finished with a Quilt as you go method,
this quilt is achievable and popular to quilters of all ages and abilities. Quilt size 60in x 70in.

EPP Iron-ons—new versions, new shapes
If you're like me, you hate the “taking the papers out” part of the English paper piecing
process. This is the least most enjoyable part of EPP, so we decided to do something about it.
Introducing our new packaging, new and improved paper and new EPP shapes: Epp Iron-ons
are die cut english paper piecing templates, cut from our unique HNK appliqué paper - a semi
water soluble, iron on, leave in paper. We have many die cut shapes with more arriving midyear, along with custom laser cut EPP shapes to cover all of the most common and popular EPP
Designs of today and yesteryear. Our new paper is stiffer, for crisp accurate edges with a
stronger glue coating, but dissolve even more than before with a hot water dunk. Get perfect
hexies, matching seams, precise points and stabilised motifs in your work. So many positives
using our iron-ons, and we have many videos to explain how it's all done.
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HUSQVARNA® VIKING®
www.husqvarnaviking.com

The HUSQVARNA® VIKING® DESIGNER SAPPHIRE™ 85
This sewing and embroidery machine will inspire you to settle into your favorite nook and
create the next chapter of your sewing story. With many industry-leading features, you’ll be
captivated by its advanced technology.

The HUSQVARNA® VIKING® EPIC™ 95Q
This sewing machine provides the best sewing experience in the market. Create quilts,
garments, and more using inspiration from the world around you and the innovative machine
features on our most advanced and comprehensive computerized sewing machine ever.
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mySewnet™ Embroidery Software
Easily create beautiful designs with step-by-step guidance and access to the most wizards in
the industry. Be inspired by Spiro Design, Word Sculpt, PhotoStitch, Film Strip and more
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JUNE TAILOR, INC.
www.junetailor.com
sales@junetailor.com

Camouflage Sewing Kits
Introducing June Tailor's Sew Your Own project kits with licensed camouflage fabrics. These
four projects feature simplified sew-on-the-line construction: no piecing, straight line quilting
and our new Zippity-Do-Done™ zippers. There are four kits—Insulated Zipper Tote, Insulated
Lunchbox, Large Capacity Tote and a kit of four Face Masks - each available in either of three
designs of Mossy Oak® or two designs of Realtree® camouflage fabrics and coordinating lining
fabrics. There are 20 projects in all. Kits will be available early April.

Lunchbox Sewing Kits
This stylish insulated lunchbox is a great project for both novice and experienced
seamstresses. It sews up quickly with sew-on-the-line construction. With finished dimensions
of 10in x 6in x 7in, this large bag can easily hold lunch for two. Available in Black, White, Navy,
Red, Camel and Light Gray. Kit includes the following materials: Insulated stabilizer printed
with sewing pattern, Zippity-Do-Done™ pre-sewn zipper in one of six colorways, webbing for
straps and a plastic base for added stability. Kits will be available early April.
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Quilt As You Go Sewing Machine Cover & Caddy
Both decorative and protective, this Quilt-As-You-Go sewing machine cover be made in small,
medium or large depending on your machine. Matching caddy protects your sewing table and
provides storage for thread snips, scissors, and other handy notions in the front pockets.
Pattern printed on batting for both items and webbing for the handle is included. Kits will be
available early April.
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LAURA’S SAGE COUNTRY QUILTS
www.laurassagecountryquilts.com
pandl@odessaoffice.com

Bunny Tails
Cute bunnies with Coin Ruched Blossom tails with strip pieced sashing make up this cuddly
quilt for babies or spring decorating. A stack of 10 inch squares plus a background fabric, plus a
TR600 Piecing Pals Coin Ruched Blossom Guide are all you need to complete this quilt top.
Kitting guidelines available.

Pinwheel Swirl
Swirling pinwheels are appliqued amid a pieced sashing with a nod to modern style.
Instructions are included for several quilt sizes. Coin Ruched Blossoms add texture and depth
to the design. This design requires a TR600 Piecing Pals Coin Ruched Blossom Guide. Kitting
guidelines available.
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Pretty Petals Pin Cushion
Canning jar rings form the base of these elegant little pin cushions embellished with Coin
Ruched Flowers. Dimensional leaves divide the pin cushion into sections for organizing types
of pins and needles. This design requires a TR500 Piecing Pals Coin Ruching Guide. Kitting
guidelines available.
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MAGNAFINGERS, LLC
www.magnafingers.com
christine@magnafingers.com

MagnaFingers
MagnaFingers is a magnetic pick-up tool with easy release. It has strong hold (over 100 straight
pins) and releases with just two fingers, like a clothespin! It's great for picking up pins and
needles without hurting your fingers. It also works as a releasing pin cushion—drop pins on as
you sew, grab them as you need them, and release when you're finished. It finds pins on
carpet to save your toes as well as your fingers! MagnaFingers was invented by a 13-year-old
boy who spilled fish hooks on his carpet and wanted a better tool to save his fingers. These are
3D printed in our home, with a room full of 3D printers to meet demand . Made in the USA!
On our website, use code WHOLEVQM to get wholesale pricing (50%). As of January 2021,
MagnaFingers are also available through Checker Distributors. See our demo video in the Quilt
Market Schoolhouse!
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MARCIA LAYTON DESIGNS, LLC
www.marcialaytondesigns.com
marcy_layton@yahoo.com

Palm Party
Pattern for a door-sized appliquéd and quilted palm tree complete with removable
decorations. It's a party! A bright, fun, and whimsical project for quilters.
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MARCUS FABRICS/STUDIO 37 FABRICS
www.marcusfabrics.com
pviolick@marcusfabrics.com

PURPLE PASSION Fabric Collection by Paula Barnes
Paula Barnes describes her new collection: "Although roses are the most popular flower sent
on Valentine’s Day, the Violet could be the original Valentine’s Day flower. St Valentine wrote
love notes using ink he made from the violets he grew in his garden. The purple and violet
colors of this sweet flower were the inspiration for PURPLE PASSION. Beautiful floral prints
combined with both shades of green and purple smaller prints were used to make up this line
of romantic prints." Available July 2021.
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PRAIRIE DRY GOODS Fabric Collection by Pam Buda
Pam Buda describes her new collection: "Step back in time, into a 19th Century general
mercantile store. Looking for new calicos to create home goods for your prairie home? PRAIRIE
DRY GOODS cottons are on the shelves in a gorgeous array of colors and prints. My Prairie Dry
Goods collection would have pleased the general store customer back then, and is sure to
please 21st Century quilters alike!" Available September 2021.

SCANDI STYLE Fabric Collection by Laura Berringer
Laura Berringer brings a fresh, contemporary palette to the simplicity and minimalist feel of
classic Scandinavian design that emerged in the early 20th century. The result is a beautiful
mix of motifs perfect for trendy quilts, home decor, and even fashion! Available September
2021.
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MASTERPIECE QUILTING LLC
www.masterpiecequilting.com
masterpiecequilting@gmail.com

Witches Brew Quilt Pattern
This 63in x 75in confident beginner pattern is a new release from Masterpiece Quilting and is
available for order. Designed for precut 5in squares this quilt pattern has secondary designs
without a lot of work.
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Nine Patch Posy Quilt Pattern
Finishing at 78in x 78in, this modern traditional quilt design is rated as confident beginner and
is designed for a Fat 1/8 bundle paired with background yardage. Easy to kit and easy to
assembly will make this pattern a favorite of your customers.

Spring Bouquets Quilt Pattern
This 66in x 66in modern traditional quilt pattern is rated for a confident beginner quilter. The
pattern is designed for fat quarters paired with yardage for easy kitting.
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meags & me
www.meagsandme.com
meagsandme@gmail.com

Quite Contrary
Mary, Mary and her garden of flowers- a new pattern with Ladybug Mania fabric collection for
Clothworks. Finished size: 44in x 54in.
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You + Me
Life is better together! This cute quilt uses a range of fat quarters and easy pinwheels, piecing
and a little applique. Coordinates with new Ladybug Mania fabric by meags & me for
Clothworks. Finished size: 40in x 50in Also available for machine embroidery.

Little Ladybug
A large appliqué and embroidery block full of big flowers and a ladybug. Finished size: 40in x
44in.
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METTLER USA
www.amann-mettler.com
sales.mettlerusa@amann-mettler.com

Seraflex
Seraflex is the perfect sewing thread for highly elastic seams. Due to innovative raw material
PIT (37% renewable raw material) an elongation of approx. 65% is achieved, making all seams
highly elastic. Seraflex makes especially the straight stitch extremely stretchable. In the best
case even a doubling of the seam elasticity can be achieved compared to seams with
conventional sewing threads. Due to its extremely elastic properties, Seraflex primarily used
for clothing, e.g. as sewing thread for sportswear, outdoor, women's, men's, and children's
clothing as well as for lingerie and underwear.
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MICHAEL MILLER FABRICS
www.michaelmillerfabrics.com
info@michaelmillerfabrics.com

Graydations Fabric Collection
Graydations is the newest collection to join the Michael Miller Basics Program. This 42 piece
group features seven new prints in Black, White, Nickel, Pewter, Metal, and Charcoal. These
high contrast prints dazzle as the stars of the show or as blenders to add to your next project.
Save by ordering Graydations are part of our Basically a Steal program, it's sure to be a staple
in everyone's stash! 100% Cotton. Visit the Michael Miller Fabrics Booth to view full collection!
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The Dimsum Steam Team by Wonton in a Million Fabric Collection
The Dimsum Steam Team is the fun debut fabric collection by Wonton In a Million. Inspired by
Cynthia's love of food and puns, she combines both in this 17 SKU collection. Her well-loved
family of dumplings and buns are the stars of the "souper" collection. Don't miss the Tote Bag
and Pouch panel for a fun and quick kit! 100% Cotton. Visit the Michael Miller Fabrics Booth to
view full collection!

New Cotton Couture Colors
Just when you think Cotton Couture couldn't get any better, we've added 27 trendy new colors
to our best-selling basic. This super-soft, high density solid is now available in 234 vivid colors.
Build your color wall and save with our Basically A Steal discount program! Visit the Michael
Miller Fabrics Booth to view full collection!
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MODA FABRICS
www.modafabrics.com
dbeadle@modafabrics.com

BladeSaver Thread Cutter
Don't discard your used 45mm rotary blades, give them new life in the BladeSaver Thread
Cutter. It safely contains your used blades in a flower shaped holder with five places to cut the
thread. Case top and bottom is held closed with magnets. Instructions for easy assembly and
use.

Applipops
Make eight Different Circle Sizes. Stainless steel circle templates come in a suede bag. Pick a
size, cut your fabric, place the template inside the larger template, starch the seam allowance,
press with your iron, let cool and presto you have a perfect circle. Made in the USA.
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MONALUNA
www.monaluna.com
jennifer@monaluna.com

Vintage 74 Organic Cotton Poplins
Vintage 74 is a collection of 11 poplins, featuring painterly florals, birds, and butterflies in a
vintage, cottage style. All fabrics are GOTS-certified organic, and perfect for quilting, apparel
sewing and home decor projects.
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Vintage 74 Organic Cotton Lawn
Three of our Vintage 74 designs printed on gorgeous, silky and light organic cotton lawn. This
fabric is ideal for summer-weight quilting, apparel and accessories.

Amour Vert Collection
Amour Vert is a reinterpretation of our very popular Modern Love collection from Winter
2021, featuring modern, Scandinavian-inspired flora and fauna in a palette of greens, pinks,
ivory and coral. This collection is printed on our premium organic cotton poplin, perfect for
quilting, apparel sewing and home decor.
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MOUNTAIN MIST
www.mountainmistcrafts.com
lpumphrey@fibrix.com

Mountain Mist DIY Face Mask Filter Media
DIY Face Mask Filter Media provides an added layer of protection to homemade and storebought face masks. In fact, it's the same 100% polypropylene needle-punched material that
we sell to commercial face mask producers (i.e. medical, dust, paint, etc.). This vital filtering
layer previously only available to the commercial sector is now available to you! The material
contains an electrical charge to capture particles in the air. Use the filter media as an
inside/interfacing layer of a sewn mask or as a removable filter for pocketed masks. Each flatpack contains a 24in by 3-yard section of filter media that can be cut to any size. Typically,
each pack has enough filter material to make approximately 108 filters sized 4in x 6in.
Machine washable—lay flat to dry. To iron, use low heat and a pressing cloth for best results.
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OILCLOTH INTERNATIONAL, INC.
www.oilcloth.com
wholesale@oilcloth.com

New Oilcloth Print
A striking bougainvillea print that comes in three colorways!
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New Oilcloth Print
Victoria is a contemporary floral available in six colorways!

New Oilcloth Print
A fun new oilcloth print illustrates the Mexican bingo style game of Loteria!
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PFAFF®
www.pfaff.com

The mySewnet™ Embroidery Software
Creative tools, smartphone apps, and even your embroidery machine is seamlessly connected
through your mySewnet™ Account to communicate with each other. This makes finding,
creating, editing, saving and sending embroidery designs to your embroidery machine a
breeze. No more USB-drives!

Creative™ Ribbon Embroidery Attachment
A true innovation in the home embroidery machine. With the optional ribbon embroidery
attachment your creative icon™ will guide and stitch down ribbon in embroidery mode. Adding
ribbon to your embroidery designs has never been easier!
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PRECISION QUILTING TOOLS
www.precisionquiltingtools.com
precisionquiltingtools@gmail.com

Pressing Pack Variety Pack
Three Pack of Premium Pressing Sheets. For crafting convenience, three large sheets of
different sizes are included: 14in x 14in, 17in x 17in, and 17in x 24in. These non-stick sheets
can be used for all sorts of Arts & Crafts, along with Heat Press Transfer, Appliqué Pressing,
and Ironing. The transparent sheets are great for appliqué creation. The Extra-Thick design
makes these sheets incredibly durable and tear-resistant.
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PRODUCTS FROM ABROAD
www.productsfromabroad.com
sales@productsfromabroad.com

M-265 Adjustable Elastic Straps for Masks
Adjustable ear straps for masks. Soft 5mm elastic. Sold in units of five cards. Each card has
three sets of elastic ear straps. Great color combinations.
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S-1104 Double Sided Webbing, 40mm
40mm, 100% Polyester Webbing. This item is doubled sided with multicolor stripes. One side
has three stripes and the reverse side has nine stripes. Fashionable item for bags, belts, &
backpacks. Sold on 22 yard rolls.

B-13639 Eco Button Assortment Box
Fratelli Bonfanti in Italy captures the beauty of nature in this assortment of buttons. The
display box contains 602 ecological buttons made from wood, shell, leather, hemp, horn,
coconut, corozo, & recycled paper. The Eco Buttons can also be purchased separately.
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QUILTERS SELECT, A DIVISION OF RNK DISTRIBUTING
www.quiltersselect.com
bhickman@rnkdistributing.com

Precision Machine Quilting Rulers
COMING SOON from Quilters Select(R)! Arriving this summer, pre-order now! New Precision
Machine Quilting Rulers with half-circle arcs and easy to see markings for endless design
possibilities! Non-slip coating makes clamshells, scallops, circles, and more a breeze to stitch!
These 6mm thick rulers are designed to be used with a Ruler Work Quilting Foot. There will be
four released this year, starting with: QS-RUL3CL - For 3" & 1.5" Diameter Arcs; QS-RUL4CL For 4" & 2" Diameter Arcs.

6in x 12in Special Edition Quilting Ruler
COMING SOON! A limited time, special edition of the popular Quilters Select(R) Rulers! Each
ruler in this line has a unique non-slip coating that makes for more accurate cutting! The oneinch lines with two sets of corresponding numbers that are placed around the perimeter of the
ruler can be read left to right AND right to left – which means you never have to lose your
place or count backwards! For this pink colored, 6in x 12in special edition ruler, a percentage
of every purchase will go toward Breast Cancer Research with the Dr. Susan Love Foundation.!
Arriving this summer while supplies last! QS-RUL6X12P – 6in x 12in Ruler, Pink Coloring.
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QUILTURE LLC
www.quilture.com
info@quilture.com

Called to Serve Quilt Pattern
Quilture's newest pattern, Called to Serve, allows quilters to commemorate a young man's or
young women's desire to commit a portion of their life in the service of God with all their
heart, might, mind and strength. The pattern includes both Elder and sister versions. It's
another great edition to Quilture's other 10 pattern collection!
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QUILTWOMAN.COM
www.quiltwoman.com
nancydill@quiltwoman.com

Clear View Storage Basket Pattern NDD-192
Storage basket that can be made to match any decor. Clear window so that you can see what
is inside. Great for organizing your craft room, closets, or even your children's toys. Finished
Size: 7in x 11in x 6in - Skill Level: Advanced Beginner - Technique: Pieced.
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Quick Kids Quilts #1 Pattern SP-230
Stitch up these quick and easy kids quilts in a flash. Easy cutting, big pattern pieces, no
triangles, and only two fabrics. Finished Sizes: Baby 40in x 40in - Toddler 40in x 56" -inYouth
48in x 64in. Skill Level: Advanced Beginner - Technique: Pieced

Christmas Things Quilt Pattern CJC-55571
Four different pieced blocks repeated. Pieced lap/throw Christmas quilt pattern. Present, tree,
ornament, and flower blocks. Finished Size: Lap/Throw 52in x 72in. Skill Level: Intermediate
Technique: Pieced/Fusible Appliqué.
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RILEY BLAKE DESIGNS
www.rileyblakedesigns.com
customerservice@rileyblakedesigns.com

Hope in Bloom
Riley Blake Designs is honored to partner with the Breast Cancer Research Foundation by
donating $10,000 regardless of sales for breast cancer research. Hope in Bloom is available
August 2021. Katherine Lenius designed Hope in Bloom which gathers up all the wishes she
would share with those who have faced breast cancer and ties a pink
ribbon around a bouquet of hope, strength, faith, courage and support. About the Breast
Cancer Research Foundation The Breast Cancer Research Foundation (BCRF) is dedicated to
being the end of breast cancer by advancing the world's most promising research. Visit
www.bcrf.org to learn more.
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Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
Available September 2021. Mister Rogers' Neighborhood was revolutionary in its use of
television to acknowledge the feelings, challenges and curiosity of children through the
on-screen interaction with a caring adult.Each episode began with Mister Rogers welcoming
the audience into his television house. While singing the show's theme song, "Won't You Be
My Neighbor," Mister Rogers always put on his trademark cardigan, changed into sneakers
and then introduced the day's topic. Then, through Trolley visits to the Neighborhood of
Make-Believe, home of puppets like shy Daniel Striped Tiger, self-important King Friday and
treehouse neighbors Henrietta Pussycat and X the Owl, children enjoyed stories that
supported the conversation that Mister Rogers had introduced earlier. We are honored to
bring you a collection that inspires wonder, kindness and inclusiveness.

Hush Hush
Twenty-one RBD Designers created one low volume design to make the perfect curated
collection of low volume prints everyone will want to add to their stash. Although not a basic,
Volume 1 will be reorderable longer than a standard RBD collection. Check out the beautiful
quilts that showcase Hush Hush, and stay tuned for an exciting sew-along kicking off in
October 2021. Stash up! Hush Hush is available September 2021.
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SASSAFRAS LANE DESIGNS
www.sassafras-lane.com
contact@sassafras-lane.com

Graphic Jam Block-of-the-Month
Graphic Jam, the newest Block of the Month pattern from Sassafras Lane, features 12 unique
and modern plus-shaped quilt blocks. Each month you create an entirely unique paper-pieced
block. The pattern book include two quilt sizes, full size foundations, simple construction, stepby-step foundation paper-piecing instructions, a coloring sheet and more! The quilt size
finishes 70in x 82in and the wall size finishes 36in x 42in.
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Parker Pack Pattern
Say hello to the newest bag pattern from Sassafras Lane Designs! The Parker Pack is a modern
backpack that can easily be converted to a tote bag. With a simple outside, this bag looks great
in any cotton fabric, cork, canvas, vinyl, or leather! The Parker Pack features a zippered top,
inside zipped pocket and an optional inside zip pocket. Finishing at 14in wide, 13in tall and 3in
deep, this is the perfect backpack for everyday wearing!

Gold Hardware Kits
We are pleased as peaches to now offer gold hardware kits for our popular Bugsy Backpack
pattern and our new Parker Pack pattern!
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SEW QUIRKY
www.sewquirky.com.au
info@sewquirky.com.au

Toby—Appliqué Pattern
Let's raise the woof! With Sew Quirky's brand new appliqué pattern. Featuring the coolest
terrier in da house, Toby! If you or someone you love are paw-ssionate about dogs, it's a
guarantee that they will adore this make.

Ultra Clear Appliqué Mat by Sew Quirky
Buddy, this is the best appliqué mat you'll ever use! You see, this mat provides superb ultra
clear visibility for creating your appliqué, making placement a breeze! This large mat provides
loads of room and it's completely iron safe up to 220 degrees. Slightly tacky, this mat prevents
the pattern from moving underneath. The appliqué pieces grip in place on the mat too,
preventing them from moving whilst fusing. Once cool, the fusible web remains ONLY on the
fabric. Check out our tutorials!
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STITCH AND SPARKLE
www.stitchandsparkle.com
aliceli@chinatexny.com

Colorful Vacation
We miss traveling around the world during this pandemic. We all will get through this. We will
bring our Colorful Vacation collection to all of our customers to bring some sunshine and
vacation vibe to them!
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Smiley Cushion Kits
©Smiley 16in x 16in Happy Face Duck Canvas Cushion Kit for DIY Throw Pillow Cover, Sofa
Cushion Cover, Craft Kit Pillow (Smiley face).

Smiley & Rubik Fabrics
Description not provided.
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STITCHIN’ TREE LLC
www.stitchintree.com
teresa@stitchintree.com

COVID Friends Tribute Quilt
The COVID Friends Tribute was designed and developed during the first few months of the
pandemic as a therapeutic outlet for quilters. The pattern series includes 14 unique blocks that
capture and memorialize this novel time in our lives and the widespread effect this pandemic
has had on our friends, family, community, nation and world. Quilters can choose from three
different setting patterns. ALL Stitchin' Tree patterns are licensed, reproducible patterns with
customized headers that include your shop information. The shop kit includes quilt-along
instructional videos for each block and setting pattern.
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STUDIO 180 DESIGN
https://studio180design-wholesale.myshopify.com/pages/quiltmarket-2021-spring
studio180designcustomerservice@gmail.com

Technique Sheets
If you know Studio 180, you know we're all about value, and our Technique Sheets add value
by showing you how to create other units and variations with the Studio 180 tools. This
Market we have five new Technique Sheets for our new Star 60 tool and one for the Wing
Clipper. Want to add additional spice to your quilting? These new techniques are just what the
doctor ordered!
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New Patterns
The only thing we love more than introducing new tools is providing you with great new
patterns to go along with them. Our selection this Market includes both traditional and
modern patterns for different tools, so there is sure to be something for everyone. Many of
them have multiple sizes so your customer can choose what size project they want.

Fair Isle Block of the Month
Yup! Deb Tucker has designed her first Block of the Month for shops! A gorgeous new quilt
constructed over 12 months that will have customers using Studio 180 Design's Rapid Fire
Lemoyne Star, Tucker Trimmer III, Wing Clipper I, Corner Beam, and Square Squared tools. Not
all of the tools are used every month, so participants can purchase them when needed
throughout the program. With quilt construction happening several times during the year,
final assembly is a snap!
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TAYLOR SEVILLE ORIGINALS
www.taylorseville.com
nsngupta@aol.com

Taylor Seville Originals Magic Pin Ultra Grip Quilting Fine Pins
Introducing Taylor Seville Originals Magic Pin Ultra Grip 0.5mm Quilting Fine Pins. In addition
to the original smooth stainless-steel shaft, heat resistant and comfort grip handles, these new
pins also feature bonus Ultra-Grip rings on the handle for added comfort and control. The
additional rings allow for easy grip and increased comfort. Pins are easy to store and
carry in their clear, plastic designer cases. Available in packs of 50 and 100 pieces.

Taylor Seville Originals Thread Magic Square with Cutter
Introducing Taylor Seville Originals' patent pending Thread Magic Thread Conditioner in a new
square container with built-in cutter and attached No-Lose lid. Taylor Seville Originals' Thread
conditioner has been proven to prevent thread tangling and fraying. The conditioner
strengthens threads and is safe for all fabrics. The new square container with attached lid
features thread guiding grooves and is easy to store and carry.
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Taylor Seville Originals Magic Seam Ripper
Introducing Taylor Seville Originals' Magic Seam Ripper. Features premium quality, ultra-sharp,
long-lasting blade with fine smooth tip. Ergonomic, comfort grip handle reduces hand fatigue.
Includes deluxe safety cap.
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THERM O WEB
www.thermoweb.com
scontreras@thermoweb.com

HeatnBond for Dark Fabrics
HeatnBond Ultrahold for Dark Fabrics is a roll of paper backed, iron-on, No Sew, double-sided
adhesive for bonding fabric without the need for pinning. Ultrahold's no-sew bond is stronger
than traditional fusible webs.
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SpraynBond Fabric Stiffener
SpraynBond Fabric Stiffener is a must-have for any fabric crafter! It makes fabrics more paperlike and fray-free for easy cutting, pressing and stitching. This quick-dry, non-aerosol formula
dries clear and can be left in or washed out depending on your needs. Unlike other fabric
stiffeners on the market, there is no need to soak the fabric, just spray until damp. Let fabric
air-dry or iron it for immediate use.

HeatnBond Liquid Vinyl
Add a layer of flexible, permanent protection to fabric with NEW HeatnBond Liquid Vinyl!
Don't limit your creativity to commercially available laminated fabrics. Instead, make your own
favorite fabrics stain-resistant and water-resistant - or even waterproof! Liquid Vinyl is easy to
use; simply paint on a thin layer, let dry and then iron to create a smooth, protective finish.
Create different effects, including a semi-gloss oilcloth look, by applying multiple layers of
Liquid Vinyl.
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TRACY TREVETHAN WOOL DESIGNS
www.tracytrevethan.com
tracytrevethan@gmail.com

New Six Pack Bundles
Introducing two new Six Pack Bundles, Mermaid Glass and Happy Hearts. Each Bundle contains
six coordinating colors. Pieces measure approximately 6in x 7in Wholesale $10 each.
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New Texture Stack Bundles
Introducing our new Texture Stack Bundles, Skittlez, Harvest Rainbow, Trick or Treat, and
Christmas Stack. Each bundle contains six coordinating colors, overdyed onto six different
patterned wools. Pieces measure approximately 6in x 7in Wholesale $8.50 each.

New Wool Appliqué Patterns
Introducing 11 new Wool Appliqué patterns. New Coasters, Pin cushions, bags and Wall Art.
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TULIP COMPANY LIMITED
www.tulip-japan.co.jp
carolcypher@gmail.com

Embroidery Pouch Kit "Dragonfly"
Designed both for embroidery lovers and beginners, this kit is for embroidering everyday
items. You will surely love the works you make with this kit! Designed by Christel Gouze from
Un Chat dans L'aiguille. Pouch: The outer fabric is 100% Linen, Ramie which is easy to pierce
and provides natural antibacterial and deodorizing effect. Embroidery needles: Their highquality eyes that prevent snagging keep beautiful threads intact, while their smooth piercing
enables easy embroidering. Threads: The threads are 20-color No.25 threads made of cotton
of the highest quality and a silver polyester thread.
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ETIMO Kids Grand-chan
A crochet hook with a face! The face makes it easier to learn how to use the hook! The
pointed, smaller head enables you to easily insert and pull out the hook. Grand-chan will assist
in the process of leaning crochet. Increase child's curiosity and creative urge, improve child's
concentration.

SASHIKO WORLD Mexico
Hand-sewing Dishcloth kit. These are SASHIKO works inspired by uniquely Mexican motifs,
some taken from traditional embroidery.
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ZAKKA WORKSHOP
www.zakkaworkshop.com
info@zakkaworkshop.com

Flying Geese Pouch Kit
Item #: ZW2576
Retail: $14.99
Featuring a wire frame, the mouth of this pouch opens wide, making the contents easily visible
at first glance. Finished Size: 6.5in (16.5 cm) wide x 5in (12.5cm) tall x 4in (10cm) deep. Kit
includes: pattern, wire frame set, and one 12in (30cm) zipper. Extra wire frames are also
available separately. Look for item #ZW6325.
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Double Clasp Purse Kit
Item #: ZW2590
Retail: $14.99
This retro-inspired purse features a metal double clasp which divides the bag into two
separate sections. Finished Size: 7 in (18 cm) wide x 4in (10.5 cm) tall. Extra clasps are also
available separately. Look for items #ZW6301 (rose gold) or #ZW6318 (silver).

Classic Coin Purse Kit with Rose Gold Clasp
Item #: ZW6332 Retail: $12.99. The classic-style coin purse pattern is now available with a rose
gold clasp! Finished Size: 3.25in x 3.5in (8.5cm x 9 cm). Extra clasps are also available
separately. Look for items #ZW6288 (rose gold) and #ZW0109 (silver).
###
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